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Across

2. first person to use the printing press; 

printed the Bible

4. Italian artist, painter, and genius who's 

most famous painting is the Mona Lisa

9. Italian engineer, painter, architect, and 

poet who sculpted the marble statue of 

David

10. English scientist who played a major 

role in the development of the scientific 

theory

13. Queen of England who unified England, 

expanded international power, and 

encouraged artistic flowering

14. Holy Roman Emperor who served at the 

same time as Pope Leo X

16. Italian writer who wrote a guide on how 

to gain and maintain power

18. English poet and playwright, who 

played a large part of the advancement of 

literature in the Renaissance

19. English humanist and friend of Erasmus, 

who pressed for social reform and was the 

first to describe a Utopian society

21. English king who took over the English 

Church in order to receive and annulment

23. French scientist that helped develop 

the scientific method

24. Brahe's assistant and brilliant German 

mathematician and astronomer

25. Reformer who trained as a priest and 

lawyer and shared the same beliefs as Martin 

Luther

Down

1. Italian scholar and poet who was one of 

the earliest humanists

3. started Reformation, and his believed 

that all Christians have equal access to God 

through faith and the Bible

5. wrote "The Books of the Courtier"

6. Polish astronomer who proposed the 

heliocentric theory

7. French humanist who also worked as a 

monk, physician, scholar, and author

8. Italian astronomer who supported the 

Heliocentric theory and was ridiculed for his 

discoveries

11. German painter who spread Renaissance 

ideas to northern Europe

12. Danish astronomer that provided 

evidence to support the heliocentric theory

15. artist who blended Christian and 

classical styles of painting

17. Dutch scholar, who produced the first 

Greek Christian Bible

20. English chemist who helped redefine 

chemistry and opened the way for modern 

chemistry

22. English physicist who discovered gravity


